A,(E) = inf { £ Sj: ECU A(aj, Sj), Sj ^ p]
and A (a,, 5;) is the disc {|z -cy| <5j}. When E lies on a rectifiable curve, this notion is equivalent to that of the (outer) arc length of E.
A classical theorem of Painleve is that y(E) =0 whenever 1(E) =0. When E lies on a sufficiently smooth curve, y(E) and 1(E) can only vanish simultaneously [2] . On the other hand, A. G. Vituskin [3] has given an example of a set E with 1(E) > 0 but y(E) = 0. However Vituskin's proof is quite complicated and contains many typographical errors. We give a simpler counterexample, and compare ours to Vituskin's.
1. The example. The example is the planar Cantor set obtained by taking the "corner quarters." Let K = f]^0 En where EQ is the unit square, En consists of 4" squares of side 4~", and each component of En contains four components of -E"+i, these being the four corner squares of side 4-"-1. The components of En will be indexed as En,j, lgj^4". Set Kn,j = Kr\En,j.
It is obvious that A(K) = 2"1'2.
Our proof that y(K)=0 resembles Vitushkin's argument but is simpler because it takes advantage of the homogeneity of the set K. That is, Knj is geometrically similar to K, so that one can make linear changes of variable, and so that y(Kn,j) =4:~ny(K). (c) \f'nJ(co)\^M4-»y(K).
Proof. The Cauchy integral theorem yields (a) as well as the fact that/",,-is analytic off Knj. If V is a square concentric with E"j but three times as large, then for z near Kn,j we have (distfz, En,j))2
As/= ^2fn,j, we must show 23*" 1 Snj is uniformly bounded. Now for z close to E",j0 we have ,>,-, (dist(z, £",y)7
To estimate 5", compare the 4n_1 terms corresponding to the 4n_1 squares in the same component of £1 as z with the supremum B"-i, and estimate the remaining terms by 4.M24~2n~1. This gives Bn^Bn-i +3.4»-i.4Af24-«n-i)i so that lim Bn< °°, and the h" are uniformly bounded.
Actually one can show that /= -lim" hn, but we will not need this. We finish the proof by showing that the case an,j = aA~n for all j is impossible, but that otherwise Lemma 1(c) is contradicted. Lemma 3. For some n and j, an,jyiLa\~n.
Proof. Assume an,y = a4-n for all wand j. Then^4" = a_1 Real(An (0) Since Kni,jt is geometrically similar to K we can apply Lemma 4 to fni,h-Continuing, we obtain a sequence (nk, jk) with |ant.yt| = a(l+h)kArn'!.
This contradicts Lemma 1(c). Indeed, Denjoy constructed a function in ^4(Ar, 1) which extended continuously to the entire plane. In other words, if r< 1/2, Ar has positive continuous analytic capacity: a(Ar)>0.
It was also known [4] , that a(Ai/2) = 0, because l(Ki/i) < oo. Thus our example completes the study of analytic capacity for such Cantor sets.
